
Perceptual and Oculomotor Therapy for Visually Related Reading Disability 
 

Overview 
 
Beginner (Sessions 1-6) 
 
JND with yoked prism  
Simple OM Procedures (Tracking, Computer Scan, Search, Hart Chart 
Saccades, Marsden Ball Pursuits) 
Visual Motor Procedures (Pursuits, Saccades using laser pointer, NVR) 
Visual Memory Procedures (Span, Tach, Concentration Card Games, Parquetry 
Blocks with Memory) 
Gross Motor Activities with Yoked Prism (8^)—Walking Rail, Marsden Ball of 
Doom, Bubble Chasing, Bean Bag Catch, Balloon Bop 
 
Intermediate (Sessions 7-12) 
 
Loaded OM Procedures—Add balance board or movement to above, 
metronome, distraction, etc. 
PTS II/ATR Procedures (but with Belgau Beanbag activities, or Saccadic Fixator 
in between each procedure) 
Continue Visual Memory Procedures 
Continue Gross Motor Activities 
 
Advanced (Sessions 13-18) 
 
Continue Intermediate Procedures, but add Guided Reading both with and 
without prism flippers and +/- flippers 



Beginner 
 
Just Noticeable Difference with Yoked Prism (Thank you Dr. Nancy 
Torgerson) 
 
 --High powered yoked prism (between 12-20 prism diopters) 
 --Try different orientations (BU, BD, BL,BR) 
 --Use Socratic Method to increase visual attention i.e.:  Do things look 
different?  How? 
 --Some patients claim things look exactly the same with or without prism, 
may need to ask more specific questions (Do things look bigger or smaller? 
Curved? Slanted? Do you feel shorter or taller?) 
 --Goal is to get patient to “tune in” to the world visually and verbalize what 
he or she sees 
 --If the patient is unable to notice the difference in his or her world visually 
while wearing a 15 diopter yoked prism, how likely is it that he or she will pick up 
differences in words like “the” and “them” quickly?  Ability to quickly notice these 
differences is important for reading fluency 
 
Simple Oculomotor Procedures 
 
 --Such as:  Michigan Tracking, Computer Orthoptics Scan and Search, 
Hart Chart Saccades, Marsden Ball Pursuits) 
 --Simple= Large Fonts, Small array, no balance board, metronome or 
distractions.  Give help and guidance if needed. 
 
Visual Motor Procedures 
  
 --Projected Pursuits and Saccades, using either Vogel or VTS3 targets, 
instead of answering using mouse or keyboard.  Patient follows target using laser 
pointer or flashlight. 

--If no projector in office, saccades can be done with different color post-
its(call out color for patient to find, or numbers written on post-its).  Pursuits can 
be flashlight tag. 
 --Can also do laser pointer or flashlight with Marsden Ball. 
 
Visual Memory Procedures 
 
 --Any tachistoscope program (Computer Orthoptics, Super Tach) 
 --Computer Span 
 --Parquetry copy with memory 
 --Keep it simple 
 --Encourage visualization—“Imagine you can take a picture and that 
picture is on the back of your eyelids.  Now close your eyes and see what you 
need to remember.” 
 



Gross Motor Activities 
 
 --Done while wearing 8-10 prism diopter yoked prism, orientation is varied 
throughout activities 
 --Encourages patient to make spatial judgements using current visual 
information, so increases visual attention 
 --Only limited by your imagination, but some activities could be balloon 
bopping (keep it from touching the floor), bean bag games, dribble a ball, walking 
rail, bubble popping by clapping, pinching or poking, or a simple ball toss back 
and forth. 
 
 
Intermediate 
 
Oculomotor Procedures 
 
 --Same procedures as Beginner level 
 --Make more difficult by using smaller font, or increasing array 
 --Add metronome, balance board or distraction 
 --Add PTSII, PAVE, or Ace Reader actvities 
 
Visual Motor Procedures 
 
 --Same procedures as Beginner level 
 --Add metronome, balance board or distraction 
 
Visual Memory Procedures 
 
 --Same procedures as Beginner level 
 --Increase difficulty by increasing stimulus length, decreasing font size, 
shorten “flash” time 
 --Basically add more information to be remembered with less time to study 
it 
 
Gross Motor Activities 
 
--Continue the same activities as described in beginner level 
--Can add processing/auditory components such as reciting abc’s, saying a word 
that begins with each letter of abc’s, or auditory memory. 
 
 
Advanced 
 
All activities at the same level done on the intermediate level. 
 
Add Guided Reading or Dynamic Reader 


